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The topic for this issue is 
                                    the interaction between nature and love/romance.

last dance -
the orchid sighs
beneath her collarbone

Theresa A. Cancro - USA 

night picnic . . .
the magnolia tree
our candelabra 

Debbie Strange - Canada 

from a daisy
the one petal I saved . . .
he loves me

Phyllis Lee - USA

heart to heart
mist rising 
off the lake

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

arctic front
snuggling by the fire
legs entwined

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

first date
uncertain flight
of a butterfly

Nikolay Grankin - Russia 



first snow . . .
I melt
into your kiss

Martha Magenta - UK

alpine flower
the lightness
of her touch

Michael Stinson - USA

night of shadows
a lone star reveals us
entwined

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana

slipping 
behind the barn
adolescent moon

Julie Warther - USA

sunrise -
a smile blooms
on our lips

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy

jasmine breeze
he inhales
my breath 

Jessica Malone Latham - USA



windy day -
cherry petals
on my cleavage

Malgorzata Formanowska - Poland

the backdrop 
for a perfect wedding . . .
sunset afterglow 

Barbara Tate - USA

winter flower
every morning
your smile

Daniel Birnbaum - France

birch alley
the swish
of her train

Tia Haynes - USA

weaving my life
into yours
willow branches

Andy McLellan - UK

our life
in one repeating note . . .
mourning dove

Esther Rohm - USA



first kiss
as husband and wife . . .
lilacs in full bloom

Elinor Pihl Huggett - USA

drifting cloud
in the sunlight
a girl's dream

David He - China

guessing his name . . .
the scent of jasmine
on fine rain

Lee Nash - France

snow moon
he lays a white rose
on her plate 

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

beach stroll
dipping our feet
in the stars

Debbi Antebi - UK

fresh vanilla
your arms
around mine

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA



google map . . .
a route of cherry petals
brings me to him 

Lucia Fontana - Italy

thirtieth anniversary
she still catches snowflakes
on her tongue

Susan Mallernee - USA

your hand
on the small of my back
spring rain

Lucy Whitehead - UK 

wedding day
frogs in the creek bed
singing your song

Deborah P Kolodji - USA

oceanside . . .
a wave of emotion
in each kiss

Susan Constable - Canada

the fragrance  
of evening primrose swirls . . .
slow dance 

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

white peony
our first promise

of love 

Eufemia Griffo - Italy
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